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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
In October, in the year 539 BC, Belshazzar was partying with his 4 
fellow despots in Babylon. To show off, he called for the Jewish 5 
Temple vessels taken by his grandfather from Jerusalem to be 6 
brought in and he, his servants and his concubines used them to 7 
toast the gods of gold, and silver, brass and iron, and of wood and 8 
stone. On the night of October 12, 539 BC, Belshazzar saw a hand 9 
appear writing something on the wall he could not understand. 10 
Daniel was called in to interpret the writing and it was a message to 11 
the wicked king: the kingdom over which Belshazzar presided had 12 
been "numbered" and had come to its END. That was the meaning 13 
of the first two words written: Mene, Mene. The third word was 14 
TEKEL and that meant Belshazzar had been weighed in "the 15 
balances" and was "found wanting." He did not measure up—. The 16 
last word in the sentence was UPHARSIN which meant DIVIDED, 17 
and the message was Belshazzar's kingdom was divided between 18 
the Medes and the Persians. Belshazzar was slain a few hours later 19 
and Darius the Mede took Babylon — while Cyrus the Persian 20 
defeated Belshazzar's father in the north.  21 
Hmmm! I think Biden kept checking his watch because he couldn't 22 
make out the odd Apple Watch message he saw there — as he 23 
watched the 13 coffins carrying the bodies of soldiers murdered by 24 
terrorists he aided and abetted by his botched withdrawal from 25 
Kabul. One meme showed a photo shopped picture of the watch 26 
screen with a message from his son, Hunter, informing "the big 27 
guy" that money from CCP, Ukraine, and Russia was being 28 
transferred to Jill's account and it was time for Biden to protect the 29 
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family wealth and divorce Jill and make a run for it. Hmmm. 30 
Maybe! But maybe it was MENE, MENE, TEKEL UPHARSIN. 31 
— pause — 32 
[THE BATTLE FOR AMERICA IS ON] 33 
Coming to the end of summer—September 22 is the last day of 34 
summer. Let's hope we will not cry with Jeremiah: "The harvest is 35 
past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved" — Jeremiah 8:20. 36 
Will the political prisoners from Jan. 6 be forgotten?  37 
Let's talk about the Betrayal of Afghanistan by the Traitor in chief. 38 
So, what is going down with the AZ audit?  39 
And parents are rising up to take back their schools in California. 40 
The gripe against Gabriel Gipe, the ANTIFA High School teacher 41 
who was outed by a Veritas sting op has got parents in that 42 
Sacramento school district calling for School Board resignations 43 
and the principal of that school to step down.  44 
Another CA teacher, this one embedded in an Orange County 45 
school district, Kristin Pitzen, confessed in a Tik Tok video that she 46 
suggested a student pledge allegiance to the LGBTQ flag rather 47 
than to the American flag.1  48 
On the plandemic fraud front—the person at NIH who is leading 49 
the testing that the FDA depends on to approve vaccines is Fauci's 50 
wife. Let's talk about the pandemic and why the mask wars are an 51 
important line in this battle. 52 
Okay, my friends, it's time for your brain massage! 53 
[TRUTH] 54 
Will the political prisoners from Jan. 6 be forgotten? Like the US 55 
friendly Afghanis and the Americans Biden betrayed and left 56 

                                     
1 https://news.yahoo.com/teacher-removed-class-suggesting-student-182856307.html 
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behind. Will we do to our own political prisoners what Biden has 57 
done to the Afghan interpreter who saved his life in 2008 and is 58 
now abandoned to the Taliban? 59 
Biden must be brought to justice for his calloused betrayal of 60 
America. Look at your watch you coward — it tells you that it's 61 
time for you to go! (Having some trouble shaking the image of the 62 
President ALLEGED II checking his watch while 13 US FLAG 63 
DRAPPED COFFINS filed by in front of him carrying the bodies 64 
of brave soldiers who died by his hands. He should have been 65 
checking the blood on his hands and not the time on his watch.  66 
An award winning journalist, Lara Logan, who worked with 60 67 
minutes, is now with Fox, and during an interview with Bongino 68 
she delivered startling revelations about what's really going down 69 
in Afghanistan. I just listened to her interview with Bongino and 70 
then heard her explain the same thing to Tucker — and that 71 
AMEN you heard reverberating across the land was me rejoicing 72 
that someone is SAYING THIS that people like Bongino and 73 
Tucker are listening to. It's what I have been saying right from the 74 
beginning — the outcome you are seeing play out in Afghanistan 75 
was planned — it's what "they" WANTED. 76 
There is NO WAY our NSA were surprised about the Taliban 77 
attack. To stage such a massive troop massing and movement 78 
requires activity that is impossible to hide. Today! You must be 79 
kidding! Our intelligence apparatus knew exactly what was going 80 
on months in advance. Just simple common sense tells you that. 81 
Your gut tells you that. Anyone willing to SEE what is OBVIOUS 82 
knows that to be true. But some desire to believe lies because the 83 
truth makes them uncomfortable!  84 
[People who call themselves Christians are uncomfortable with 85 
what Jesus said about Hell so they prefer to believe everybody goes 86 
to heaven. Through desire a man separates himself and seeks and 87 
meddles with wisdom—twists it into a pretzel that fits his fancy.]  88 
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But now we have the phone call between corrupt Biden and 89 
corrupt Afghani President Ghani on July 23 — let's see now, that's 90 
July 23 to August 15, that's, let's see here, I want to get this right, 24 91 
days, more than three weeks before the Taliban attacked Kabul. 92 
Okay, so in this phone call, Biden says his military advisors are 93 
telling him "things aren't going well in terms of the fight against the 94 
Taliban."2 95 
There it is! Clear PROOF that Biden and his military advisors knew 96 
the Taliban were making gains against the Afghan army. So, what 97 
was Biden's concern? 98 
Perceptions! That's right! Biden said, three weeks before the 99 
shameful betrayal of America and freedom hopeful Afghanis — 100 
(By the way. I understand that many of the Afghanis were not pro-101 
America so much as they were pro US Dollars. But I also know, for 102 
a fact, that, 1. Many Afghanis were inspired by the prospects of 103 
freedom but became jaded when they saw American corruption 104 
politics taking hold of their new Afghani government and it 105 
sickened them, jaded them, and so they joined their cynical 106 
compatriots, shifting their expectations to same old same old — 107 
might as well get what we can out of this; and 2. At least a few 108 
Afghanis, mostly women and children, continued to hope genuine 109 
freedom would prevail and that America would keep them safe.) 110 
So corrupt Biden was concerned about perceptions — he said to 111 
the corrupt leader of Afghanistan, "I need not tell you the 112 
perception around the world and in parts of Afghanistan, I believe, 113 
is that things aren't going well in terms of the fight against the 114 
Taliban." 115 
Then not so sleepy Joe made this politically astute observation — 116 
"And there's a need, whether it is true or not, there is a need to 117 
PROJECT A DIFFERENT PICTURE." 118 

                                     
2 https://www.reuters.com/world/excerpts-call-between-joe-biden-ashraf-ghani-july-23-2021-08-31/ 
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Ghani replies to Biden's plea for Ghani to DO SOMETHING that 119 
will make the situation LOOK DIFFERENTLY — by informing the 120 
corrupt White House squatter — "Mr. President, we ARE FACING 121 
A FULL-SCALE INVASION, composed of Taliban, FULL 122 
PAKISTAN PLANNING AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT, and at 123 
least 10-15 thousand INTERNATIONAL TERRORISTS, 124 
predominantly Pakistanis thrown into this, so that dimension 125 
needs to be taken account of." 126 
Then the Afghan leader asked explicitly for the AIR SUPPORT 127 
promised to be "front loaded." He also complained that military 128 
pay had not increased for over a decade. The Afghani president 129 
said he needed to make a gesture to his army that they will be paid.  130 
Then the corrupt Afghani President revealed that he has 131 
intelligence suggesting there were some hidden deals being made 132 
between the US and the Taliban, and the US air force 133 
demonstrated restraint in attacking them—Ghani said US air force 134 
"was extremely cautious in attacking them." Clearly, Ghani was 135 
suspicious the US was playing both sides and making deals with 136 
the Taliban behind his back. 137 
From the excerpts I have, it appears Biden closed the conversation 138 
telling Ghani "close air support works only if there is a military 139 
strategy on the ground to support." Uh, he just explained what 140 
would be needed to field an army and I don't know any way Ghani 141 
could have heard this than to conclude Biden is throwing us under 142 
the bus and preparing to run us over repeatedly. This conversation 143 
adds up to Biden telling Ghani it's over. 144 
The take away here is that Biden knew the Taliban were massing to 145 
attack, and it is clear he knew this several weeks coming into this 146 
phone call where he declares this knowledge to Ghani. For Biden to 147 
say the Taliban surprised the US is simply nonsense. 148 
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Second, Biden did not take aggressive action to begin evacuation of 149 
US civilians from Afghanistan when he knew full well the Taliban 150 
were massing for a major attack on Kabul. 151 
He did not "front load" the air support requested, and the 152 
Democrats on the Hill even right now are blocking funding 153 
promised to the Afghan army!  154 
You can tell from this conversation that Ghani had intelligence 155 
that the US was making deals with the Taliban behind his back.  156 
I realize the take away most are concerned about is Biden's crass 157 
concern about the Perspective — true or not, do something about 158 
how this LOOKS. But a deeper look reveals darker things at work. 159 
Lara Logan is an expert in the Afghanistan issue—listen to what 160 
she reveals that none in the Marxist Socialist Media will tell you. 161 
Did you know that we left the weapons and military material for 162 
the TALIBAN? That's right. This was done on purpose. But you 163 
have to be willing to SEE what is obvious to see it. 164 
We did not destroy the weapons and material that was left behind 165 
in Kabul, and we left the Bagram air base in tact with billions, 166 
multiple billions of dollars worth of vehicles, aircraft, rifles, ammo 167 
— even night vision gear, all now in the possession of the Taliban. 168 
Now, did you know that in places where the Afghan forces were 169 
being left by US military, and after they were expressly asked not to 170 
destroy the US weapons in those places, DID YOU KNOW OUR 171 
MILITARY COMMANDERS ORDERED those weapons 172 
destroyed? That's right. So, are you willing to SEE WHAT IS 173 
OBVIOUS? 174 
Biden does not order an evacuation of American civilians FIRST in 175 
advance of the withdrawal — and HE KNEW THE TALIBAN 176 
WERE COMING and there is reason to believe elements of the US 177 
military were actually corroborating with the Taliban as they made 178 
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their preparations — Biden begins moving military out in the 179 
midst of a TALIBAN attack? SEE what is obvious. 180 
According to Logan, the Taliban are one and the same with the 181 
terrorists we call ISIS and now ISIS-K. It's a ruse, she said. These 182 
are one and the same. Okay, how about we take a look at what is 183 
obvious. One of the first things the "Taliban" when they took Kabul 184 
is RELEASE thousands of ISIS fighters, which fighters were 185 
absorbed into their army. SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS. You are being 186 
lied to — there is no ISIS-K — there is only Taliban TERRORISTS. 187 
Now the Biden administration is preparing to recognize the 188 
Taliban as the legitimate rulers of Afghanistan — THERE IS A 189 
NICE LITTLE 9-11 PRESENT FOR YOU AMERICA! 190 
I hope you enjoy it — all you who voted for this traitor. Enjoy your 191 
9-11 celebration! 192 
I've gone a bit long here, but look, GOD is putting all of this in 193 
front of your face so that we will SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS! We are 194 
under attack by the CCP who, by the way have already signaled 195 
they will recognize the Taliban and support their take over of 196 
Afghanistan—any hope of freedom and liberty are gone in 197 
Afghanistan so long as Biden stays — and hope of preserving 198 
liberty and justice in America CANNOT SURVIVE the 199 
continuation of this unacceptable situation in which we have a 200 
CCP placed president, and so many in the Congress that are 201 
holding their office by theft—THE WHOLE THING WE ARE 202 
LOOKING AT SCREAMS — true the vote! Come on AZ, come on 203 
PA — come on GA — come on America — STOP THE THEFT 204 
OF OUR RIGHT TO CHOOSE OUR LEADERS. I'll be right back! 205 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 206 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 207 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 208 
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 209 
liberty. 210 
One thought I did not get to in the first segment. Why would an 211 
American president want to prop up a terrorist organization — the 212 
same reason Obama and Biden did this before. First, these are not 213 
Americans — these are traitors embedded in our government to 214 
subvert our rights and freedoms to subjugate us to the ONE 215 
WORLD GOVT. DICTATORSHIP they are trying to construct. 216 
Like Soros said, America is in their way. Specifically, Christian 217 
America. So, they support the radical Muslim jihadis because this 218 
is the antichrist army they will use to kill Christians.  There you go, 219 
rolling your eyes again. I'm not wrong about this! Psalm 2. Those 220 
who know prophecy know that Antichrist attempts to purge the 221 
world of the saints. The globalists need an army that will not 222 
hesitate to kill Christians. Guess what? Sources from within the 223 
administration are leaking that Taliban forces, equipped with our 224 
military gear, are going house to house, killing, executing, any in 225 
Kabul known to have fraternized with the US. How do they know 226 
where these people live? Biden made certain they were given the 227 
database identifying all of them. He is a TRAITOR! He needs to be 228 
charged with treason, allowed to have the defense afforded by our 229 
system of justice, and when found guilty, executed in the electric 230 
chair. 231 
Here is something I received from a missionary in Afghanistan: 232 
"Some of our brothers have made the decision not to run or hide 233 
but to instead use the days they have left to go house to house 234 
telling others of Jesus. They are very aware that this will shorten 235 
their days but still they are knocking [on doors] and people are 236 
accepting Jesus of Nazareth as their Saviour and LORD! This is the 237 
reason we are hearing reports that the church there is growing in 238 
unprecedented numbers daily. There is no greater love that a man 239 
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lay down his life for a brother. Please pray for our brothers and 240 
sisters." 241 
The ANTIHRIST SPIRIT is strong in the Biden Administration! 242 
So, what is going down with the AZ audit? The latest from Senator 243 
Kelly Townsend: "Okay, please don’t shoot the messenger. The 244 
good news is, our auditors are successfully recovering from covid 245 
and are back at work preparing the report. As for the report, I am 246 
glad to hear that at least it will be produced within the next week or 247 
two. From that point, the judiciary committee will meet and will go 248 
over everything with a fine-tooth comb. I will keep everyone 249 
posted to the extent I am able to disclose information. We are 250 
moving forward.” I feel your frustration with this thing getting 251 
dragged out — but unfortunately, Americans are still struggling 252 
with accepting the discomfort that will be required to correct this 253 
mess. Come on patriots — step up! 254 
Happily, we are seeing some stepping up among parents in the 255 
public schools. 256 
Gabriel Gipe — a public high school teacher in a Sacramento 257 
district was caught on video confessing that he recruits students in 258 
his classroom to be revolutionaries.3 Parents are outraged that Gipe 259 
has been allowed to do this for years. The Principal, all in the 260 
Administration of that school district, the School Board, all of 261 
them, ignored multiple complaints raised against this teacher over 262 
the years. The ANTIFA flag displayed in his classroom where the 263 
American flag was removed. A picture of Mao displayed in his 264 
classroom where no picture of George Washington would be 265 
welcome. Gipe told the undercover Project Veritas reporter that he 266 
had 180 days to turn his students into Revolutionaries. He bragged 267 
that he displayed his ANTIFA flag in the classroom, and that when 268 
one of his students asked him about it and expressed discomfort, 269 

                                     
3 https://www.rt.com/usa/533796-antifa-teacher-sacramento-kids-revolutionaries/ 
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Gipe told the student he displays the flag in order to provoke 270 
Fascists to be uncomfortable. He said he told the student, if you 271 
feel uncomfortable with that flag, I don't know what to tell you, 272 
Gipe said smirking! He said he told the student if he feels 273 
uncomfortable with the flag maybe he should consider not aligning 274 
himself with values that are antithetical to what the flag represents. 275 
Here is another report, this one from KCRA 3 in Sacramento, 276 
"Inside the Inderkum High School teacher's politically charged 277 
classroom — the guy was stamping student's assignment papers 278 
with the face of Kim Jong-Un with the word BOMB! Students were 279 
asked to put their photo on a quad chart to identify themselves 280 
with their chosen ideology. The chart has squares for Communism, 281 
Anarchy, Nazi, and the Republican Party symbol. Interestingly, the 282 
chart is divided by the DNC donkey, and the GOP elephant. On 283 
the DONKEY side you have the Communist and Anarchy symbol, 284 
on the ELEPHANT side you have Nazi and the GOP symbol. 285 
Students were encouraged to post their personal photo in the 286 
square that identifies them. 287 
Another CA teacher, Kristin Pitzen, confessed in a Tik Tok video 288 
that she suggested a student pledge allegiance to the LGBTQ flag 289 
rather than to the American flag.4 This was in an Orange County 290 
district. Yeah, she totally buries herself in this moment of self-291 
immolation. Check out, here! (https://www.rt.com/usa/533796-292 
antifa-teacher-sacramento-kids-revolutionaries/). So, she, like, all 293 
coy, and giggly, and totally impressed with herself goes on to tell us 294 
all she took down the American flag during COVID and whispers, 295 
it was because it made her uncomfortable.  296 
Maybe she should have a talk with Gipe about that and if the 297 
American Flag makes her uncomfortable she should stop aligning 298 
herself with the values that are antithetical to what that flag 299 

                                     
4 https://news.yahoo.com/teacher-removed-class-suggesting-student-182856307.html 
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represents—you know, values that are antithetical to Liberty and 300 
Justice for ALL, and All men are created equal and endowed by 301 
their creator with certain inalienable rights, you know, stuff like 302 
innocent until proven guilty, and, oh, here is one she should really 303 
think about, the right to not incriminate yourself by blabbing all 304 
over social media what a moron you are. 305 
Yeah, giggling like a school girl, Kristin Pritzen goes on to confess 306 
that when a student raised a question about why the class stands 307 
each morning to recite the pledge when there is no flag in the 308 
room, she demurs — oh, well, I misplaced it, and I'm looking for it 309 
— with Greek comedic snide aside to her audience — waving it off, 310 
shaking her head mouthing no! — Then she said, "in the meantime 311 
I tell this kid, we do have a flag in the class that you can" air quotes, 312 
"pledge your allegiance to, and he like, looks around, and goes, oh 313 
you mean that one, and he points to —" and she pans her camera 314 
to show us the LGBTQ flag she has displayed on the wall of her 315 
classroom. 316 
This is not something newly developed although it is newly 317 
revealed—at least in national news! I was warning about this back 318 
in the early 80s. I warned about the shift that took place in teacher 319 
education to make teachers "change agents." The focus was shifted 320 
from preparing the students academically to social engineering, 321 
and ideological shaping. And the ideology being advanced was 322 
anti-American. 323 
But here is something every parent should know. There are little 324 
known laws that allow parents to take control of their schools. 5 325 
Let's talk about that! 326 
First, it's good that so many parents are now paying attention to 327 
what is being taught in our schools. So, keep it up! Second, it's 328 

                                     
5 https://granitegrok.com/mg_windham/2021/09/boom-hidden-laws-enable-parents-to-control-school-boards 
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good that parents are showing up at these school board meetings 329 
and holding the supervisors accountable. Definitely, keep it up! 330 
I know you want to be nice and not viewed as belligerent — but 331 
there comes a time when, well, like Bongino said, no more cutesy. 332 
Cutesy time is over! You need to make it clear to these School 333 
Boards that your children are not theirs, that you are the ultimate 334 
authority in their lives, that you will supervise their moral and 335 
religious and ideological development, that THEY HAVE ONE 336 
JOB and that is to prepare your children with the knowledge skills 337 
necessary to be productive, get a job, and fulfill their potential. 338 
Now I understand there are some laws in place that allow for 339 
parents to organize and literally compel the school board, and 340 
school officials also, to OBEY THE WILL OF THE PARENTS 341 
regarding curriculum, teaching environment — yes, that includes 342 
the mask thing, and the vaccine thing — and all the rest. Parents 343 
HAVE THE LEGAL RIGHT to DIRECT the schools in these 344 
matters and it's time we stopped allowing these educators 345 
intimidate us into believing we have no say in all this.  346 
I have linked the article that speaks about how parents can 347 
organize, get at least 5% of the parents in a given district to sing a 348 
petition for say, this or that teacher, a Gipe or a Pretzin, be fired, or 349 
the pledge of allegiance will be recited each morning and an 350 
American flag WILL be in each classroom, or masks and vaccines 351 
will be voluntary, and, you name it!  352 
Okay, I need to wrap up the show for today. Look, GOD makes 353 
PARENTS ultimately responsible for the instruction of their 354 
children — "Thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children" 355 
Deut. 6:7; or "MY SON, HEAR THE INSTRUCTION OF THY 356 
FATHER, AND FORSAKE NOT THE LAW OF THY MOTHER," 357 
Proverbs 1:8, and in 4:1, "Hear, ye children, the instruction of a 358 
father and attend to know understanding."  359 
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Of course you can employ tutors, or teachers, BUT ULTIMATELY 360 
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to make sure your children are 361 
instructed to know understanding. 362 
I'll never forget the day my dad realized I had not learned to tell 363 
time. He was appalled. He took a clock, and sat down with me and 364 
showed me how to tell time. 365 
Well, Dad, you had better pay attention that your children are not 366 
being turned into little Marxists — you had better make certain 367 
your daughter does not grow up to college age and when asked are  368 
you a Socialist, she ponders a bit and answers, well, I like 369 
socializing, so, yeah, I think I'm a socialist. I kid you not when I tell 370 
you a young lady attending a college in Orange County gave me 371 
that answer — not last month, not a year or so ago, but back in 372 
1980. This has been going on for so long — these Marxist 373 
indoctrination agents don't even hide it anymore.  374 
I'll have to discuss the proof of PLANDEMIC — and why the battle 375 
over masks is key tonight during our visit — Comfort & Counsel 376 
for the Present Distress, each evening except Monday, Wednesday 377 
and Sunday — so go to our Facebook page Lighthouse Baptist 378 
Church, Santa Maria, CA like the page, and set notifications to be 379 
alerted when I go live. 380 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 381 
know if you see them. You can leave a message on our Lights On 382 
hotline: 805.314.2114. Or go to brainmassage.net to send me an 383 
email. 384 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 385 


